Paris, September 6, 2022

The Adista Group, with the support of Keensight Capital,
announces the acquisition of Cyberprotect
Cyberprotect, now the dedicated cybersecurity branch of the Adista Group, will
provide SMEs and mid-cap clients with its SOC services and other innovative
solutions

The leading alternative B2B cloud and telecoms operator in France, the Adista Group, announces the
acquisition of Cyberprotect. Cyberprotect is a universal cybersecurity operator and an expert in
continuous monitoring and prevention services. Cyberprotect's cybersecurity operations centre - the
CyberproVerse SOC - as well as its other services will add to the Adista Group’s range of solutions,
strengthening its positioning with a subsidiary dedicated to cybersecurity and specialised in SME and
mid-cap clients. Cyberprotect's solutions will be marketed directly by Adista and Waycom and
indirectly by unyc.
The acquisition of Cyberprotect is an integral part of Adista Group's growth strategy. As companies
accelerate their migration to the cloud, Adista offers rare added value by achieving the convergence
of cloud and hosting services of telecom operations and of managed services. With the addition of the
CyberproVerse SOC and its managed security services, Adista Group’s customers now benefit from a
comprehensive suite of solutions dedicated to cybersecurity.
CyberproVerse is the common base for all services offered by Cyberprotect. A control and operations
centre available 24 hours a day, CyberproVerse centralises all cybersecurity operations. CyberproVerse
enables the permanent monitoring of information systems security by combining the collection and
processing of security data (through the Blackhole solution); the monitoring, detection of threats or
abnormal behaviour, and the development of preventive recommendations (via Lunar); and the
managed security services designed to maintain the high operational (MCO) and security (MCS)
standards of cybersecurity equipment (Solar Belt).
Cyberprotect's ongoing investment in threat detection and analysis has enabled it to create an
innovative and disruptive solution, as well as provide the high value-added managed security services
that companies expect, particularly SMEs, which are currently underserved. By consolidating this

expertise in a new subsidiary, Adista Group will benefit from a unique environment, designed by
Thierry Lambert, the founder of Cyberprotect, who will continue to support Adista in its cybersecurity
strategy.
This acquisition is fully in line with Adista Group's growth strategy, which aims to achieve revenues of
€500 million by 2026, notably through its managed services and cloud offering.

"Cyberprotect will provide its full range of services to Adista Group's prospective and existing
SME, midcap and public sector clients, in addition to the Group's hosted services solutions. At
a time of increasing need for cyber protection for these organisations, this solution – which
has been specially designed and scaled for them – will enable customers to secure the
availability and business continuity of their information systems.”
Julien Jacquel, Deputy CEO of the Adista Group

"We are very proud to see Cyberprotect's technical expertise recognized and chosen by the
Adista Group and Keensight Capital to build the foundation of the Group's cybersecurity
services. Through this partnership, the entire Cyberprotect team will be able to contribute its
extensive knowledge and experience in the field of cybersecurity prevention, detection,
incident response and cyber risk management.”
Thierry Lambert, Founder of Cyberprotect

"Following the recent acquisition of unyc, the addition of Cyberprotect marks a new
milestone in the development of Adista's strategy. Keensight Capital is delighted to support
the Adista Group with this acquisition.”
Stanislas de Tinguy, Partner at Keensight Capital, the Adista Group’s majority shareholder

About Adista Group
The Adista Group is a Hosted Services operator, positioned as the number one alternative B2B cloud and
telecoms operator in France and the specialist in IT and voice services. The Group’s strength lies in its capacity to
combine expertise as a host, a telecommunications operator and a specialist in business IT and the security of
information systems. The company’s success is based on end-to-end control of service quality, a hybrid vision of
the Cloud and the capacity to deliver IT services and THD technologies throughout France. Following the
acquisitions of Fingerprint in 2020, and Waycom and unyc in 2021, the company has achieved sales revenue of
222 million euros in 2021, with the ambition to generate revenues of 500 million euros by 2026. With 900
employees across thirty-five agencies currently, the company continues to invest in resources to drive its growth.
www.adista.fr

About Cyberprotect
Based in Lyon, Cyberprotect provides companies and organisations with managed cybersecurity services and
specialises in cybersecurity incident detection and response services. Its SOC (Security Operation Center) brings
together all of Cyberprotect's human and technical expertise in the prevention, anticipation and treatment of
cyber security threats. Through the data analysis of more than 4 billion cybersecurity events every day,
Cyberprotect’s analysts constantly assess the criticality of risks and provide the corrective actions needed,
through its 24-hour operational support. Cyberprotect is a French CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team),
registered under CERT CYBERPROTECT and is a member of FIRST (Forum of Incident Response and Security
Teams).
www.cyberprotect.one

About Keensight Capital
Keensight Capital, one of the leading European Growth Buyout firms, is committed to supporting entrepreneurs
as they implement their growth strategies. For 20 years, Keensight Capital’s team of seasoned professionals has
leveraged their knowledge of investment and growth industries to invest for the long term in profitable
companies with high growth potential and revenues in the range of €10 million to €400 million. Drawing on its
expertise in the Technology and Healthcare sectors, Keensight identifies the best investment opportunities in
Europe and works closely with management teams to develop and achieve their strategic vision. Keensight
Capital's success has earned it a Gold Award from the Private Equity Exchange & Awards each year for the last
five consecutive years, and in particular, the Best European Growth Private Equity Fund.
www.keensightcapital.com
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